" Which is the objective, the aim and the intention of UIA World Forum of
mediation centers ?
The UIA World Forum of mediation centers has been created in 2001. The Forum is organized every 9
months and gathers commercial mediation practitioners from all the world and representatives of
multiple ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) centers. The Forum is also attended by managers of
various enterprises, judges, lawyers, representatives of universities (professors and students), and
more generally by those interested in learning about mediation.
Concretely, the Forum offers regularly the opportunity to foster exchange of views on the
development of mediation, enhance best practices in ADR methods, and see how alternative dispute
resolution methods are developing in the various countries, in all continents.
Mediators may speak openly and straightforwardly about their practices. The Forum comprises
dynamic sessions, initiating discussions with the audience, giving the participants the opportunity to
share their viewpoints. Multiple coffee breaks are organized : participants may easily continue
discussions. The purpose is to permit professionals to enhance in quality their own processes, and be
better equipped to permit parties reaching a settlement.
Parallelly, the participants of the Forum are developing their network, and discover new cultures and
environments.

After two days UIA's working what's the most important topic you want
to tell us?"
Multiple topics have been studied during this 27th Forum in Milan : the place and development of
mediation in Italy, innovative approaches to mediation, recent developments in OHADA (Organization
for the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa), integration on conflict management systems within
enterprises, abuse in mediation processes, obstacles and opportunities, optimism during mediation
process, study of self-regulated and imposed dispute resolution systems, improvement of negotiating
tools, the Singapore convention, the main trends and developments of mediation in China.
Each topic has a value in itself and triggers extremely interesting analyses and dialogues.
One may be reminded that mediation permits parties to settle themselves the conflict, with the help
of a mediator, who may restore communication in a constructive and adapted way because mediator
is neutral, independent and impartial and ensure the confidentiality of the negotiations. This ARD
method may be more often and more efficiently used by individuals, companies and managers,
because it permits to define pragmatic and adapted solutions.

After this 27th Forum, we may say that concrete and correct use and development of mediation and,
more generally, new ADR systems still requires adapted communication and training of all
professionals concerned by conflict management systems and working in the settlement of disputes.
Mediation is, by definition, international, because conflicts may arise anywhere, wherever the
registered offices of companies are located, and whichever are individuals’ domiciles. Mediation, also,
concerns all generations of individuals – the Forum is more and more attended by young practitioners
and students who are willing to develop this process and learn from professionals.
The diversity and large quantity of conflicts demonstrates the necessity to create efficient processes
to help parties in dispute defining accurate and adapted solutions. Let’s be innovative in building new
systems that permit people to create solutions and be responsible of their future. Innovation requires
also communication, audacity, creativity and open-mindedness. Growing interest in mediation and
ADR methods demonstrates that this is possible. Education, contracts, by-laws, internal conflict
management systems within enterprises are tools permitting growth and improvement of mediation
processes.
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